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Grade 11 Monolingual English 

MARCH &April SYLLABUS   

Please try it before checking the answer key of each activity! 

This is the answer key of the student’s book  

Module 2; Unit 2.13 

1-  A      2 - B     3- A     4- D      5- C        6- C      7- C     8- A 

It is an informative type of text. 

3-I learnt that there are many simple ways to help save energy and make our homes more efficient, such 

as changing the light bulbs to energy efficient ones and unplugging electrical appliances. 

Progress check  

( 1) 

1-artificial 2-fashion 3-suits  4-matches   5-chain    6- trends 7-exchange 

8-receipt    9- appearance   10- discount 

(2) 

1-No matter how     2- In spite of the fact that 

3- though            4- Despite 

5-although  

(3) 

1- so      2- such a       3- such      4- such a       5- so 

(4) 

1-into     2-into      3- on       4-  away    5- on 
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(5) 

1- having his chest examined by the doctor 

2- had medical supplies sent to the village 

3- had his mail collected by Al while he was away 

4- had their house painted last Monday 

5- will have his luggage carried by the porter 

(6) 

1- despite having been on 

2- will rain even more 

3- much more expensive to buy 

4- so much shopping to carry 

5- was such a warm day 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Module 3-Communication 

Look at Module 3 

Picture 1 

In picture one ,there is a woman at the train station .She has got short ,blond hair 

and is wearing a dark jacket and white shirt. She is holding a newspaper in her 

right hand. She is looking at her watch .I think she may be late for a meeting. 

The picture is from Unit 3.2,This unit is about gestures and body language. 
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Find the page numbers for: 

*a pop group 

* a famous Italian actor  

* a joke  

* a musical festival 

Unit 3.1 

(Suggested answer key) 

1-The man in the picture is a famous Italian actor called Roperto Benigni. 

He is playing the character of Pinocchio from a popular children’s  story. 

2-(Suggested answer key) 

The title suggests that people communicate through body language. When 

Pinocchio’s nose grew everyone knew he was telling a lies Pinocchio’s body 

language told the truth. I think the text will be about how our body language 

shows people what we are really thinking or feeling. 

(3) 

1- C          2- D          3- C           4- B           5- D            6- C 

(4) 

 

Rushes - moves quickly 

Scratch - rub fingernails against the skin 

Convince - make sb believe something is true 

Basics - simplest ideas 

62 

63 

60 

56 
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Reliable - likely to be correct 

Interpret - understand the meaning 

Assume - suppose 

Involuntary - cannot be controlled 

======================================================== 

 (5) 

1-non-verbal    2- body language    3- build        4- powers       5- shows 

6- crossed          7- facial           8- clear         9- minor       10- business  

*Scratching your nose is an example of a non-verbal communication. 

*A body language expert earns his living by training people in non-verbal 

communication. 

*The wrong body language can be a reason for a business deal to collapse. 

(6) 

The writer is generally very happy with his job. He says that he has’ dedicated my 

life to studying: body language. It gives him a great deal of satisfaction and he 

believes he is providing a public service. However there is a downside and it 

makes his life difficult at times :All in all ,though ,the problems are a small price to 

pay for a job He enjoys so much! 

Unit 3.2 

1-Ben is angry      2- Ryan is sad      3- Phoebe is embarrassed      4- Beth is shocked 

(2) 

1-squinted       2- bowed         3- drummed      4- gritted          5- snapped 

6- wrinkled        7- licked           8- shrugged          9- shook       10- scratched 
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(3) 

1- C         2- B        3- A        4- D          5- A       6- B     7- C        8- D    9- B   10- A 

(4) 

1- stare           2- winked        3- peered       4- glared       5- glance 

(5) 

1- B           2- D             3- D               4- D          5- C            6- C          7- B            8- C 

(6) 

1- more     5- harder     6- less self-centered     4- more-less relaxing      5- happier 

(7) 

1- I think the best actor in the world is Al Pacino 

2- The funniest person I know is my brother. 

3- The most tiring job is being a builder 

4- The most expensive restaurant in my town is called La Scala. 

5- The coldest place in my country is Braemarin Scotland. 

6- The most difficult language in the world to learn is Chinese. 

7- The windiest place in my country is Barrow –on-Furance. 

               (8) 

1- earn as much money as 

2- you practice, the better you 
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3- twice as long as 

4- run any faster than 

5- paid more than  

6- be present at 

==================================================== 

Unit 3.3 

(1) 

The main picture is of a group of  musician playing at an open-air 

concert. The smaller picture is of people sitting in a field watching 

something. The two pictures are related because the people in the field 

are probably the audience at the concert. 

People enjoy events like this because they feel they are coming 

together to share something .Festivals like these usually take place in 

the summer and people like to get out and enjoy the good weather. 

(2) 

I like dance music because I like to escape from my problem and when I’m 

dancing, the only thing I’m thinking about is the music and how it makes me feel. 

A- 2     B- 5    C- 1     D- 7        E- 3      F- 6       G- 4 

(3) 

A : It probably means that music says everything you want to say in the shortest 

time possible. You don’t need to go into long explanations and I would agree with 

that. 
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B : Yes , but it mentions, so I think it means that music says things we can’t put 

into words and expresses things better than words. I would definitely agree with 

the quotation. 

(4) 

1- G           2- B         3- F          4- D        5- A          6- E 

The author’s purpose is to describe a popular musical event. 

(5) 

 

 

The word 

 

The meaning 

 

Pours 

Horizons 

 

Unique 

Talented 

Brotherhood 

Sisterhood 

 

 

Flows quickly 

Limits of what someone knows or his 

interested in 

One of a kind, not repeated 

With lots of natural ability 

Friendship 

Friendship and support between 

women 
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Improves 

Motivation 

Swap 

Dampen 

Multitude 

Barriers 

Drift away 

get or make better 

reason for doing something 

exchange 

to make feelings less strong 

large number of people or things 

things which prevent understanding 

leaves slowly 

 

For grammar see the grammar section in your student’s book. 


